
Windows to your life.



The really important things. Dayside. 
A choice you can feel great about.At Dayside, we look at windows and doors differently. 

They are not just products to us. They are part of 

your home and your life. They bring in the beauty of 

nature while protecting you from the elements. They 

allow you to become more excited, more engaged 

and more in-tune with the world around you. They 

are your very own screens that only play the movies 

of your life. 

And we work hard to make sure that life always looks 

good through each and every Dayside window or door.

The Management Team
Our management team is committed to 

overseeing every aspect of our projects. 

It’s this direct involvement that helps us 

achieve our high rating, by instilling quality 

values and practices right from the start. 

Every company will tell you they have superior 

windows, doors and service. We aim to prove 

that we do to every customer, through consistent 

quality, professional installation and always-there 

service. Every company will also tell you that 

they have years and years of experience, but 

we actually use our 55-plus years of knowledge 

to evolve our products and services every day. 

Because at Dayside, we don’t see jobs as jobs, 

we see them as homes. And treat you like family.  
You also get to choose from a large selection of 

styles and can even create your own because 

each Dayside window and door is custom-made. 

Everything about our process is tailored to you, 

your needs and more importantly your wants. 

You just can’t go wrong when you choose Dayside 

Windows and Doors.

Congratulations on hiring a staff that truly 
has a passion for old fashioned quality.

– Mike R., Mississauga
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Despite the fact that Dayside is one of the largest 

manufacturers in the area, we do very little advertising 

and this isn’t an accident. Most of our business comes 

from friends, family and neighbours of happy, satisfied 

customers that recommend Dayside. It’s one thing to 

be satisfied, it’s another to want to recommend us to 

the people you care about most. We take great pride 

in how our business has grown over the years from 

a network of very satisfied customers. 
The reason our satisfaction rating is high is 

because our customer service is top notch. We 

work around your schedule and are always there 

to answer your questions and calls. If “life happens” 

and you need a broken window replaced, we’re 

quick to accommodate you. Just ask our customers.

When you know 
you’ve made the right choice

Built just for you, 
right in your own backyard.

Not only are our parts sourced in North America, 

Dayside windows and doors are custom crafted 

in Southern Ontario. Our windows and doors are 

Canadian made for the Canadian climate and 

quality checked every step of the process by true 

experts—our Dayside team. 

Local manufacturing makes it possible for us to say and 

ensure that you’re receiving the highest quality product 

and provide you with the best service possible. 

And we always have coffee brewing in our vast 

showroom, so stop by and enjoy our view. 

The Manufacturing Team
Each of our windows and doors are manufactured 

in-house by dedicated staff who really know 

their product and are committed to upholding 

our high quality standards.  

Pictured above: 5 members of our manufacturing team
The quality of workmanship and attention 
to detail was exactly what I was looking for.

– T. Wysoci, Hamilton
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Sun. Rain. Sleet. Snow. 
Our service holds up just as well 

as our windows.

Start to see an even more 
wonderful world. 

Your home is intimately yours. It’s one thing to 

welcome friends and family over for a visit, but 

inviting installers into your home can be a little bit 

anxiety producing. At Dayside, we understand that, 

and work hard to prevent any uneasiness. It’s what 

we call Family First Installation.

Our Family First Installation promise means we are 

committed to doing the job right the first time with 

as little disruptions as possible. While other 

companies may make this claim, we back it up 

by sending a Master Carpenter to your home to 

oversee the job. Our MC and installation team take 

pride in their craft and as our clients will tell you, 

they provide excellent care, follow through on their 

word and are reliable. Most importantly, we are 

here to accommodate you and your schedule, not 

the other way around.

When you choose Dayside 

Windows and Doors, it’s just the 

beginning of beautiful things to 

come. Stunning views. Clearer 

inspirations. New reasons to get 

together. Increased home value. 

Decreased hydro bills. More 

compliments. Less drafts. 

No matter your reasons, it’s time 

to make life look even better 

with Dayside.

The Installation Team
Our factory-trained installers and service 

technicians are dedicated to upholding our 

high quality standards, but more importantly 

they treat each house as if it were there own.
I have never seen such a well organized and hard working team.

– Dave and Audrey L, Scarborough
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Pictured above: 4 members of our installation team



New windows can transform a room or an entire 

house. They can become a focal point, inspiring a 

new décor or a place where you can enjoy watching 

the world go by. They can also bring in the warmth 

and keep out the cold when they are manufactured 

and installed by experts.

At Dayside, we know windows because we live 

windows every day. A wide variety of them. We’re 

passionate about creating a superior product. 

That’s the reason we became a manufacturer 

as well as a retailer and installer—to ensure our 

customers receive the best windows possible.

Dayside Windows. 
The view never looked so good.
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A lifetime commitment 
to improve the quality of life.

See a real return on your investment.

We understand that buying new windows is one of the 

biggest decisions you’ll make for your home, and that 

style isn’t your only concern. Today, performance, energy 

efficiency and cost savings are just as important as how 

great a window looks.

Dayside windows not only look stunning, we’ve 

manufactured them to out-perform standard windows. 

We use the best materials, sourced in North America, 

to make sure our windows are energy efficient so 

you’ll benefit from energy savings. And thanks to our 

specially designed coatings, your Dayside windows will 

conveniently clean themselves every time it rains.

When you choose Dayside windows, you’ll start seeing the benefits of your decision immediately. 

Your home will not only look better, it will be better—more energy efficient, better air quality, fewer drafts. 
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We’ll help you choose the 
right glass for your needs.

High Solar 
Gain Glass

Neat® Naturally 
Clean Glass

Ultimate Performance  
Glass for All Climates

Advanced Performance  
Glass for Most Climates

Enhanced Performance 
Glass

Triple Pane 
Glass



Dayside Windows.
Beautiful on the inside and out.

A year later we are still extremely pleased with 
both the quality and install of our windows 
and choice of Dayside.

– Claire W., Mississauga
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The styles. The selection. 
The highest standards.

The great thing about buying windows from Dayside is 

the variety you’ll see and the knowledge you’ll receive. 

Because we manufacture and install the windows we 

sell, we know exactly what style of window is best for 

each room and house. 

Whether you are looking for the elegance of a bay 

and bow window, the versatility of a hung window 

or the unique ventilation of a tilt & turn, we have  

the window for you.

The saying seeing is believing has never been truer. When it comes to knowing exactly how Dayside windows 

can enhance a home or change a room, you have to see it for yourself. And our customers are always excited 

and proud to show off their Dayside windows.  
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Awning & Casement

Sliders

Bays & Bows

Tilt & Turn

Hung Windows

Vinyl Wood Grain

Picture Windows

Patio Doors



Your front door is more than just a front door. It’s the 

focal point of your home and makes that all-important 

first impression. It’s the backdrop to your first-day-of-

school, first-date, first-prom pictures, but also serves as 

your home’s first-line of defence against intruders. 

That’s why Dayside doors are more than just front 

doors. They are unique and strong with looks that 

will last.  

Dayside Doors.
It’s all about first impressions.

Making your own statement 
has never been easier.

1

2

3

Select a door panel and colour.
The materials, the colour, the style—it’s all your 

choice at Dayside. Select from smooth skin HD 

steel, dent resistant fiberglass that looks like real 

wood and more. Then choose your colour from 

a variety of palettes or bring us a colour chip and 

we’ll match it. 

Choose the glass.
At Dayside, the combinations are endless! No 

matter what style you select—traditional grill, tilt & lift 

mini blinds, art glass or wrought iron—you can’t go 

wrong. All of our decorative glass captures light and 

beautifully diffuses it into your home. 

Pick Your Hardware.
Add the finishing touches with matching 

hardware. Not sure what to select? Ask us, 

we’re door decor experts.
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Open the door to quality and style.

Dayside Doors.
Leave a lasting first impression.

We love our new doors and really appreciated 
the professionalism, courtesy and  
workmanship that was evident through 
the whole process.

– Debra H., Mississauga
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A door is only as strong 
as its frame.
The main door to your home takes a lot of 

punishment. The frame also experiences stress 

and strain every time you open and shut your 

door. Unlike conventional wood frames with 

aluminum cladding, Top of the line Dayside 

door frames are all vinyl with galvanized steel 

reinforcements. That means your main entryway 

not only stays beautiful, it’s extremely secure. 

Only Dayside can truly ensure superior quality and selection. 

Why? Because like our windows, we manufacture doors as 

well. This means your Dayside door is crafted to the highest 

standards—ours. It also means that you can have a unique, 

custom door that will set your home apart.

As we’ve said before, a Dayside door makes a great first impression on guests and visitors. 

Here’s how we’ve helped our customers transform their home easily with a stylish and strong door from Dayside. 



It all begins when we take your custom order. 

Our team will visit your house to take precise 

measurements, but our diligence doesn’t end there. 

Your Dayside sales rep will double check those 

numbers because, from the very beginning,  

we leave nothing to chance. 

After your order is tripled checked, we use 

sophisticated computer software to determine the 

exact glass size of your new windows. The glass is 

then ordered and production begins in our 50,000 

square foot, state-of-the-art facility. 

Once in production, your window frames are cut to the right 

dimensions and prepared for hardware, weather stripping and of 

course, the glass. When it comes to glass installation, our process 

is completely unique: we insert the glass as one unit. That’s why 

we use advanced software to determine its size, so we don’t have 

to cut it. This ensures that your windows are much more energy 

efficient—air tight and clean.

After the rest of your window is built and all of its hardware 

installed, all moving parts are tested and retested. Last but not 

least, we install the screens and perform one more, thorough 

quality check.

Coating Matters
We offer several different coating options 

and apply them with your energy savings 

in mind. Windows facing the North and 

East will have a coating that will let more 

sunshine through. In the winter months, 

these windows will help heat your home 

naturally. On South and West facing 

windows, we use a more solar reflective 

coating to ensure your house doesn’t get 

too warm in the summer.

Stained Interior? You got it! 
If you want the inside of your window 

stained to match your interior décor, 

Dayside does it. Choose from six designer 

stain colours! Our manufacturing process: 
Where craftsmanship meets thoroughness.

Uniquely created. Superior quality.  

Our Dayside windows have operated 
flawlessly since they were installed

– Michael B., Kitchener
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Glass: We handle it with more care.
Every pane is installed on rubber glazing mounts 

to protect the edges of the glass. The pane is held 

in place by specially designed removable glazing 

stops, making it easy to change should an errant 

baseball, football or puck go through it.

– S. Parker, Kitchener

I’d give them a 5 out of 5 on 
workmanship and price.



We’re dedicated to creating the best windows and 

doors in the country. That’s why we’ve invested 

in building a technologically advanced facility that 

houses the best installation equipment, and of 

course, the most experienced staff. 

Our team is not only knowledgeable about windows 

and doors, they are passionate about them, which 

makes all the difference. Sales reps will take the 

time to understand your vision and answer all of 

your questions. Installers take great care to ensure 

your windows are perfectly fitted and your home 

stays perfectly neat. And our craftspeople treat every 

window as if it were going into their home. 

Attached to our state-of-the-art facility is an equally 

impressive interactive showroom. Here, you can see  

life-size samples of our products and how well they are 

made. You can also touch them, open them and close 

them to find out which style you prefer. 

We welcome you to drop in to either of our two 

showroom locations to see how Dayside windows can 

transform your world. 

There’s a reason why we wanted to 

manufacture the products we sell. It’s the 

same reason why we attached our main 

showroom to our factory and why all of 

our teams work side-by-side. That reason 

is you. 

You deserve to have the best windows and 

doors enhancing your home, protecting 

your family and helping you save money. 

In order to deliver you the best products, 

we need to have complete control over 

the manufacturing process. We need to 

make it easy for you to choose. And we 

need to make sure, that in the end, you are 

100% happy with us. 

Welcome to the Dayside family. 

New facility, 
same attention to detail.

Why we do what we do the best.

I’ve been part of the Dayside family for 13 years, 
and I try to learn something new every day. 
Whether it has to do with sales, installation or 
manufacturing, I just want to know more.

– Annette L., Dayside Manufacturing Team
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Showrooms 
that come to life



facebook.com/DaysideWindows
twitter.com/DaysideWindows

When you buy from Dayside, you buy direct from the manufacturer.
gldstudio.com


